
 INDIVIDUALS 2024
Entre-deux-Mers Tourisme

 Entre-deux-Mers Tours
Sightseeing - Activities
Wine Tasting
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Sabine VALADIE

Contact : +33 5 56 61 82 73

resa@entredeuxmers.com

Noémie DELION

Contact : +33 55 56 71 53 45

resa@entredeuxmers.com

Let us guide you... We'll inspire you! !

From tending the vines to vinification, ageing and

discovering the principles of wine tasting, wine will hold

almost no secrets for you! Our winegrowers invite you to

take part in the discovery of wine and to experience the life

of a winegrower through the seasons. Come behind the

scenes with us and discover the secrets and magic of

winemaking under the guidance of passionate wine-makers:

grape-picking or blending workshops, oenological lunches

or dinners accompanied by our wine-makers, wine-tasting

in the dark or a relaxing wine-tasting workshop... There's a

whole programme on offer!

If you're a cycling enthusiast, we've put together some great

programmes for you along our cycle paths or on our small,

cycling-friendly roads.

Picnic baskets, luggage transfers, energetic breakfasts, table

d'hôte dinners and food and wine pairings with a

winegrower who will join you to liven up your meal - our

partners will be pulling out all the stops to make your stay a

success!

Tailor made tours

Turnkey days and breaks...
Meeting new people, sharing experiences with friends, family or as a couple.

Advice or Tips? 
Sabine et Noémie answer you 

Are you looking for a family adventure with lasting memories?

Let us guide you through our selection of unusual accommodation and activities, so that everyone

has a great time!

Looking for a break for two?

The Bordeaux hinterland is the ideal place just outside Bordeaux to take a breather, relax and

enjoy some cocooning time together. Let us inspire you!

Immatriculation n° IMO33110006

RCP : MAIF Assurances 79018 Niort cedex 9

Garantie financière : GROUPAMA 75008 Paris



Take your time , enjoy the art of living in the Bordeaux hinterland . . .

Entre-deux-Mers boasts a collection of nuggets that reinvent the art of country

living .  Furnished accommodation , bed and breakfasts and campsites all offer

rejuvenating breaks in cosy surroundings .  The quality of the services on offer

means that holidaymakers can take a real break and enjoy precious moments .

Cosy nests to stay in...

Quality, comfort and service



The wandering Heritage Trails ...

The Entre-deux-Mers region has preserved the memory of its stones. Its monuments tell

a story embellished by centuries. Wander through the backcountry of Bordeaux, from

cobbled streets to ancient washhouses, and set out to discover this prestigious past.

More green, more gentle, more authentic, more varied
The Bordeaux hinterland will attract you from the very first thanks to its calm, beautiful

countryside, with vine-covered slopes, dales with crops and meadows, and hilltops crowned with

trees... The undulating topography welcomes you into its folds. It envelops a small rural galaxy

with a patchwork of vineyards: châteaux, rural buildings, and bastides – gems of medieval

urbanism.

Away from the major thoroughfares, Entre-deux-Mers inspires a wandering mood. Country roads,

bike paths, botanical trails, and hidden pathways invite leisurely exploration. This hinterland

beckons for both strolls and relaxation. Whether you explore it by cycling along its greenways or

approach it by river, traverse it during the day, or settle in for a stay, this region accommodates all

paces and remains accessible to everyone.

In these lands, people have been shaped by their work in the fields and vineyards. They are

simple, hospitable, and friendly. Authenticity is shared generously here.

With its diverse terroirs, heritage, and activities, Entre-deux-Mers will delight wine enthusiasts,

gourmets, lovers of artisanal craftsmanship, as well as hikers and art and history buffs.



Full days and half days



WORLD HERITAGE AND
                ENTRE-DEUX-MERS WINES

Guided tour of the Sauve Majeure Abbey

Founded in 1079, this masterpiece of Romanesque art is listed as a

UNESCO World Heritage site under the Routes of Santiago de

Compostela. The majestic ensemble that remains today offers a

timeless landscape, in an open-air site, with exceptional sculptures

and vestiges in a haven of tranquility, a magnificent testament to

religious architecture in the heart of Entre-deux-Mers.

Visit and wine tasting at  Maison des vins 
de  l’Entre-deux-Mers
The Maison des Vins de l’Entre-deux-Mers welcomes you at the foot

of the abbey, within the sumptuous architectural setting of the

former abbey barn. Taste the subtle blend of grape varieties from

the AOC Entre-deux-Mers wines, produced by winemakers

passionate about their terroir.

A Snapshot of the Region 

in 2 Visits !

32 € / person
Base 20 persons

The entrance fee to the Abbey of La Sauve Majeure, the

tasting tour at the Maison des Vins de l’Entre-deux-Mers,

and the accompaniment of a bilingual guide for the half-day

Included

Capacity: 10 to 40 persons

All year long (on request)

Prices valid : January to December 2024

Duration: Half day - 2h30

Transport

Not included



 88 € / person
Base 10 persons

EXPLORERS, OFF YOU GO !

• Ready? Departure on the cycle path, let’s go for a beautiful

day of discovery and pleasure!

• Visit of the Sauve-Majeure abbey, masterpiece of Roman art,

the monument obtained UNESCO World Heritage listing as part

of the Santiago de Compostela pilgrim routes

• Immerse yourself in the wine-making secrets of the Maison

des vins de l'Entre-deux-Mers and discover the sweet nectars

of our appellation.

• Enjoy a gourmet picnic in the heart of the Latorse vineyards,

where you can taste some of their local wines.

• In the afternoon, our heritage guide will take you on an

authentically mysterious tour of the medieval world of the

Templars and the Gavaches...

Cycling - heritage tour !

The dates for this day of cycling discovery… 

This cycle tour will take you on a journey of discovery through

the jewels of Cremona's heritage... After letting the Abbey of

La Sauve-Majeure reveal its secrets, you'll be surprised by the

remains of the Templars and other curiosities...

Half-day escort (afternoon) by a

local guide, entrance to La Sauve

Majeure Abbey, wine tasting at the

Maison des Vins, picnic and road

book.

Included
Capacity: : 15 pers max

From April to October

(on request)

Prices valid :

January to December 2024

1 Day

Transport

Not included



59 € / person
Base 2 persons

FROM THE VINE TO THE BOTTLE 

Morning course with the wine grower

with introduction to the wine tasting,

the picnic, the visit of the abbey or the

castle (depending of the situation of the

wine château).

Included
Capacity : 2 to 25 persons

All year long (on request)

Prices valid :

January to December 2024

1 Day

Transport

Not Included

Morning at the Château 
 The owners welcome you and they’ll share with you their passion for the

wine: from the wine-growing to the wine making process and the maturing

adding to the principle of wine tasting, the wine will not have any secrets

for you!

Look behind the scenes and discover all the secrets and the magic of the

wine-making process guided by passionate.

Visit in the vineyards and in the wine and spirit store 
presentation of the estate and its specificities, the soil, the grapes varieties,

the wine making process, the wine-growing, the blending, the barrel ageing

stage…

Introduction to wine tasting   sight, smell, taste, touch

Picnic on the property 

In the afternoon, discover one of the most emblematic
monument of the region  

Founded in 1079, this masterpiece of Romanesque art is listed as a

UNESCO World Heritage site under the Routes of Santiago de Compostela.

The majestic ensemble that remains today offers a timeless landscape, in

an open-air site, with exceptional sculptures and vestiges in a haven of

tranquility, a magnificent testament to religious architecture in the heart of

Entre-deux-Mers.

discovery of the aromas, description of the wine…

composed of local and seasonal products.

Overlooking the Garonne and the bastide of Cadillac, the château is a typical

example of 17th-century ceremonial constructions. It has preserved its original

decorations (monumental fireplaces, tapestries, painted ceilings). In the 19th

century, the residence was converted into a women's prison.

The Sauve Majeure abbey

Château de Cadillac

Go behind the scenes 

of the vineyard !



110 € / person
Base 4 persons

GOURMET DAY

Visit of the local market and morning

course with the chef in a wine chateau,

food and wine pairing during the lunch

and the visit of the castle of Cadillac

Included

Capacity : 2 to 12 persons

All year long (on request)

Prices valid :

January to December 2024

1 Day

Transport

Not Included

Discovery of the farmers’ market with the Chef
Welcome by chef Olivier Straehli and departure for a local market.

The chef will accompany you to the market to select the

ingredients for your recipes.

Cooking classes, lunch preparation coordinated by
the chef
Once you've put on your apron, you can get down to cooking in the

kitchens of a wine château.

This gourmet experience is open to all, whether you're a novice or a

seasoned chef. You'll learn real, accessible chef's techniques that

you can use in your everyday cooking. Olivier Straehli will share his

know-how and tips with you in a warm and relaxed atmosphere.

Taste your dishes accompanied by the château's wines

Afternoon discovery of our bastides and medieval towns

From the City of Art and History of La Réole on the banks of the

Garonne to the fortified towns of Sauveterre-de-Guyenne and

Monségur, not forgetting our medieval cities of character, your

travel diary will take you to the heart of the heritage of the Bordeaux

hinterland.

Stimulate your taste buds in

the Bordeaux hinterland !



Short Breaks and Stays



 218 € / person
Base 2 persons

Welcome in your accommodation and handover of your travel pack
In the heart of the Entre-deux-Mers region, push open the door of your elegant

chambre d'hôte and discover the warm cocoon of your cosy little nest. Your host

will give you your travel guide and explain how your weekend will unfold.

WELLNESS WEEKEND FOR TWO

A romantic break 

for two!

Bubble of relaxation….
Then enjoy a moment of pure relaxation for two: private use of the balneotherapy

area. Access to the hydro-massage bath, sauna and steam room. Relax, release

tension and let go of everyday stress .

Bubble of well-being…
Let yourself be pampered and enjoy a relaxing wellness massage, thanks to the

expert hands of a professional masseuse.

Tasty cuisine in a setting of character, our caterer is sure to delight the taste buds

of even the most discerning gourmets!

Romantic and gourmet dinner

Overnight in a guest room

The next day, set off to explore the surrounding area!
Treat yourself to some romantic walks and discover the region's rich heritage and

superb landscapes!

Your travel diary will guide you as you explore the Bordeaux hinterland: hand-in-

hand strolls through our medieval towns or bastides, discovering our abbeys

right in the heart of the vineyards, meeting our producers, cycling along the cycle

path....

There's something for everyone!

DAY 1

DAY 2

Half-board accommodation with a

catered dinner, private access to the

balneotherapy area for 2 hours, a

relaxing massage by a professional

masseuse and a travel diary.

Included
Bed & Breakfast

Capacity from 2 to 6 persons

All year long (on request)

Prices valid :

January to December 2024

2 days - 1 night

Transport

Not Included



 238 € / person
Base 2 persons

   A RIDE WITH BACCHUS 
                                    THE DOLCE VITA BY BIKE !

The Adventure without 

a car in the heart 

of the vineyard! !

Departure from Bordeaux by train up to La Réole
You'll reach the City of Art and History by train. From the station, hop on your bike and set off to

discover this thousand-year-old city.

The narrow streets lined with half-timbered houses will lead you to the oldest town hall in

France. The Terra Aventura route will take you through the narrow streets, past the 13th-century

church of Saint-Pierre and to the esplanade next to the former Benedictine abbey, with its

beautiful views over the Garonne valley.

Town of Art and History and rural paths

It's time to start your day's cycle tour!
Time to fill up on oxygen! 
On the Canal des 2 Mers route, you'll be cycling along small, quiet roads. Set in a sea of

vineyards, this slightly hilly route leads to the fortified town of Sauveterre-de-Guyenne.

You'll be welcomed in guest rooms

Diner with food and wine pairing at your B&B
Your host's winegrower godfather will join you for dinner. A convivial moment of exchange,

dinner will be an opportunity to discover a different way of appreciating wine, based on the

combination of food and wine. An introduction to wine tasting and practical exercises guided by

the winemaker will give you an authentic experience.

Night and breakfast

DAY 2
Start the day with the Terra Aventura trail, a fun way to discover the small bastide town of

Sauveterre-de-Guyenne! As you cycle along the cycle path, you'll be treated to the bucolic

landscapes of the Bordeaux hinterland: woods, vineyards... You'll enjoy a unique experience as

you pass through the La Sauve tunnel before reaching the Abbey of La Sauve Majeure, a

UNESCO World Heritage Site, on your Terra Aventura cycle tour.

Accommodation in guest rooms

1 tasting dinner with the winemaker and

1 classic dinner

Picnic baskets for days 2 and 3

Terra Aventura routes

Roadbook and assistance during your stay

Included

Bed & Breakfast

Capacity from 2 to 15 persons

From April to October (on request)

Prices valid :

January to December 2024

3 days - 2 nights

Bike rental, transport

Not Included

BIKE-TRAIN TOUR

DAY 1

A journey through vineyards, forest and bastide 

Diner
Night and breakfast

DAY 3 The countryside at the gates of Bordeaux
After visiting the bastide of Créon, you will set off along the Roger Lapébie greenway, built on a

former railway line, where you can enjoy refreshing stops at the renovated old stations. In

Latresne, you will take a small road winding along the Garonne River, leading you to the quays in

the heart of the city of Bordeaux.



2 days - 1 night

WINE-GROWING WALK

Welcome in the heart of a wine property 
Green walks in the vineyards: a local walk accompanied by the winemaker.

Amandine invites you to take part in a hike in the Benauge region to discover the

richness of its terroir and its history. She'll take you on a 5km walk through the

vineyards and woods, visiting 2 windmills and tasting 4 of her wines with cold meats

and cheeses.

DAY 1

Arrive late afternoon at your guest room
Aperitif and wine tasting
A winemaker will join you for the meal. The aperitif dinner will be an opportunity to

discover a different way of appreciating wine: food and wine pairings, an

introduction to tasting and exercises guided by the winemaker.

DAY 2

Accommodation on a half-board basis,

including an aperitif dinner with the

winegrower, a walk accompanied by the

winegrower and an audio guided walk,

tastings and a travel diary for the self-

guided walks.

Included

Bed & Breakfast

Capacity from 2 to 15 persons

From April to October (on request)

Prices valid :

January to December 2024

Transport

Not Included

 179 € / person
Base 2 persons

Enjoy some of the most

beautiful scenery in 

Gironde on the vineyard !

Walking tour of the hillsides and discovery of the medieval town 
of Rions
You'll follow country lanes and vineyard paths and enjoy some of the most

revealing panoramic views of the Cadillac region. Overlooking the Garonne,

nestling in the heart of the vineyards, the village of Rions is said to be one of the

oldest in the Gironde. Despite the destruction wrought by conflicts over the

centuries, the town has preserved numerous monuments, its fortified walls and the

architectural treasures of its old houses.

Landscape walk at Château Thieuley
Château Thieuley's Landscape Walk offers you a captivating immersion in the heart

of the vineyard. You can explore the picturesque landscapes of the region while

discovering the secrets of family winegrowing.

Experience this tranquil exploration on your own, with text, audio and video content

tailored to your needs for total immersion!

Afterwards, you'll share a moment with the winemakers, visiting their cellars and

tasting their wines in the spirit of conviviality and sharing that drives them.

Discover the pretty bastide town of Créon
This bastide town of English origin was the seat of the royal Prévôté de l'Entre-

deux-Mers until the Revolution, and has remained a commercial town with

renowned markets and fairs.

Night and breakfast



Medieval châteaux, bastides and medieval towns are all part of the Entre-deux-

Mers region. Whether in the heart of the vineyards or on the banks of the river, you

can easily discover them with the help of your travel diary.

Or

You can complete your discovery of the vineyards by heading for the hillsides

towards Saint Macaire and Sainte Croix du Mont, and enjoy some of the most

beautiful views of the Gironde vineyards.

 135 € / person
Base 2 persons

Morning at Château les Maubats
Christophe Cadis, a passionate winegrower, will tell you all about the special

features of the Entre-deux-Mers vineyards and introduce you to his farm, where he

works in the traditional way. You'll take part in the harvest and/or work in the cellar

(depending on the winemaker's current activity).

DAY 1

Arrive late afternoon at your guest room
Aperitif and wine tasting
Christophe Cadis will join you for the meal. The aperitif dinner will be an opportunity

to discover a different way of appreciating wine: food and wine pairings, an

introduction to tasting and exercises guided by the winemaker.

DAY 2
Following in the footsteps of Jean de La Réoule, let yourself be guided through the

city of Richard the Lionheart. The narrow streets lined with half-timbered houses

will lead you to the oldest town hall in France. You'll then discover Saint-Pierre

church, the Benedictine abbey and the elegant arabesques of the listed ironwork.

Guided tour of the town of La Réole with booklet

Half-board accommodation, including

an aperitif dinner with the winegrower, a

visit to Château les Maubats, a booklet

with a tour of La Réole, a meeting with

the master chocolatier and chocolate

tasting, and a travel diary.

Included

Bed & Breakfast

Capacity from 2 to 15 persons

All year long (on request)

Prices valid :

January to December 2024

2 days - 1 night

Bike rental, transport

Not Included

Choice of themed itinerary: Heritage or Vineyard

who perpetuates the tradition of the art of real cocoa butter chocolate. Meet this

craftsman whose imagination and creative spirit satisfy even the most delicate

palates. Sample his unique specialities.

Meet the master chocolate maker of La Réole

VINEYARDS, WINE AND GASTRONOMY

Gourmet getaway in the

Bordeaux hinterland! 

Night and breakfast



 480 € / person
Base 2 persons

Welcome at your Bed and breakfast 
You'll be welcomed in accommodation with the "vélo en Entre-deux-Mers" label,

offering all the comfort and equipment necessary for cyclists. Your hosts will give

you a travel book to guide you step by step, and will explain in detail how your stay

will unfold.

Half-board accommodation: breakfast

and dinners, including a tasting dinner

accompanied by the winegrower, a

winegrower's aperitif, route book,

assistance during your stay.

Included

Bed & Breakfast

Capacity from 2 to 15 persons

From April to October (on request)

Prices valid :

January to December 2024

6 days - 5 nights

Bike rental, transport

Not Included

Your cycle tour : fill up on oxygen! 

CENTRE BASED TRIPS

Off the beaten track and in complete harmony with nature, you'll take the quiet

back roads of the Entre-deux-Mers region, ideal for cycle touring.

Along the way, you'll come across some of the region's rich heritage, including

fortified towns, mills and abbeys.

You'll head off in the direction of some of the Gironde's most beautiful panoramic

viewpoints, passing through a variety of landscapes and the different wine-growing

regions of the Entre-deux-Mers.

Meetings with enthusiasts, moments of sharing
During your stay, you'll have the chance to cross different wine-growing areas, and

to help you discover them and share their passion, winegrowers will come and

meet you at your accommodation.

Your host's winegrower godfather will join you for dinner. A convivial moment of

exchange, dinner will be an opportunity to discover a different way of appreciating

wine, based on the combination of food and wine. An introduction to wine tasting

and practical exercises guided by the winemaker will give you an authentic

experience.

Your hosts will offer you a welcome winegrower's aperitif, hosted by a winegrower.

During your stay, you'll also enjoy a wine and food tasting dinner.

Bike rental

Picnic baskets

Taxi transfer from Bordeaux

Options

Loop tours to cover several days from your accommodation

 Tailor made 

self guided tours!



685€ / person
Base 2 persons

Welcome at your Bed and breakfast 
You'll be welcomed in accommodation with the "vélo en Entre-deux-Mers" label,

offering all the comfort and equipment necessary for cyclists. Your hosts will give

you a travel book to guide you step by step, and will explain in detail how your stay

will unfold and your itinerary.

We'll take care of transferring your luggage from one stage to the next, so you can

leave with complete peace of mind.

Half-board accommodation: breakfast

and dinners, including a tasting dinner

accompanied by the winegrower + a

winegrower's aperitif, luggage transfer,

bike hire, route book, assistance during

your stay.

Included

Transport

Not Included

Time to start your  cycle tour!
Time to fill up on oxygen! 

AUTHENTIC TOUR

Off the beaten track and in complete harmony with nature, you'll take the routes of

the Entre-deux-Mers region that are ideal for cycle touring: the Roger Lapébie

cycle path linking Bordeaux to Sauveterre-de-Guyenne, the quiet little roads of the

area and the cycle path of the Canal des Deux Mers.

Along the way, you'll come across some of the region's rich heritage: fortified

towns, mills, abbeys, etc.

You'll head off in the direction of some of the most beautiful panoramic viewpoints

in the Gironde, passing through varied landscapes and the different wine-growing

terroirs of the Entre-deux-Mers region.

Meetings with enthusiasts, moments of sharing

During your stay, you'll have the opportunity to explore different wine-growing

regions, and to help you discover and share their passion for wine, winegrowers will

meet you at your accommodation.

-Your hosts will offer you a welcome winegrower's aperitif, hosted by a

winegrower. He will explain the specific features of the Entre-deux-Mers vineyards

and awaken your senses with a tasting session.

-Our table d'hôte dinners will give you the opportunity to discover local

gastronomy and the freshness of local produce.

Picnic baskets

Taxi transfer from Bordeaux

Options

Travelling from one B&B to another

 Tailor made 

self guided tours!

Bed & Breakfast

Capacity from 2 to 15 persons

From April to October (on request)

Prices valid :

January to December 2024

6 days - 5 nights



Office de Tourisme de l’Entre-deux-Mers
38 Place Darniche  - 33580 Monségur
Tel. + 33 5 56 61 82 73 Mobil + 33 6 33 33 06 62
resa@entredeuxmers.com

More green, more gentle 

more authentic, more varied ...

Discover the hinterland of Bordeaux ! 


